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SETC Audition Task Force 
 

• REVIEW SETC MATERIALS YOURSELF 
SETC provides information ahead of time for students considering the Professional 
Screening Auditions, but as their professor, you are going to be the first place students 
come to for information.  Go to https://www.setc.org/auditions/setc-screenings/ and 
click on the state for your auditions.  Contact SETC if you have questions. 

• HAVE AN INFORMATION MEETING 
Just as you would prepare students to be successful at your auditions, help them 
navigate the SETC Auditions by having a short one-hour session for students who are 
interested in learning more about combined auditions in general, and SETC Screening 
Auditions in particular. Have them look at packets, videos, etc. with you to ensure they 
know where to find the information on how to apply, register, audition, and present 
themselves.  

• BEFORE YOU RECOMMEND, SEE THEIR MATERIAL 
If you are willing to be a student’s reference for Screening Auditions, take the time to 
schedule a 30-minute session to see their audition package before you submit a 
reference. Not only do your students represent your school at Screening Auditions, but 
they represent you – the professional company representatives see your name on the 
audition form as well! Here’s a way you can help them be prepared and represent your 
program’s education at the same time.  

• INCORPORATE AUDITION TECHNIQUE INTO YOUR ACTING COURSES 
Almost every acting class in the country utilizes monologue work as an element of the 
curriculum, so take the time to teach the how-to’s of creating a top-notch audition 
package at the same time. The steps to creating a solid Screening Audition package are 
the same as basic audition technique, so use this audition as an opportunity to 
encourage student success beyond the classroom. 

• HAVE A MOCK AUDITION 
SETC provides the adjudicator rubrics for Screening Auditions, so why not use those to 
hold a mock audition for the students at your school who are registered to audition? Ask 
them to wear what they are going to wear, and set up the room exactly how it’s done at 
your screening location. Then, make connections in your community by asking local 
professional actors and directors to come serve as mock adjudicators. Even if you don’t 
have pros in the area you can ask, maybe your colleagues would help. Once students 
have gone through a mock audition, the real thing won’t be nearly as intimidating. 

• REACH OUT FOR HELP 
If you are unfamiliar with the SETC Auditions, reach out to central office. We can help! 
We know that not every program has the same resources, but SETC Screening Audition 
Coordinators in the states (SACs) want to help you and your students succeed at these 
auditions. April J’C Marshall (april@setc.org ), Director of SETC Professional Theatre 
Services, can answer questions, or help you get in touch with your audition site SAC to 
schedule a workshop at your school.  SETC also offers onsite audition program options – 
Nail that Audition! and has professional theatre reps willing to do workshops – just ask. 
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